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Slow Culture is proud to present the latest solo exhibition from artist Travis Millard: “Kiss My Aura.”  !
A culmination of new and previously unseen works spanning the artist’s comprehensive career.   From brilliant-
ly intricate abstractions to obsessive doodles scrawled across old junk mail, works showcase a seasoned illus-
trator exploring his versatility through various incarnations of conventional insecurities. Drawings examine a 
variety of themes including memories, dreams, and other familiar anxieties dealt with on a daily basis.    !!
Concurrently, we will be debuting the artist’s pancake sculptures.  Over the past year and a half Travis has 
been quietly saving various pancakes from his weekly pancake morning Instagram posts and casting them in 
resin.  Derived from punk logos, horror films and other odd concepts, Travis pulls from ideas one might not 
normally consider for this age old family tradition.!!
Kiss My Aura represents a pivotal moment in Travis’ highly lauded career.  An exemplary view into the mind of 
a humble, diligent artist finding clarity through process in creating his most focused work to date.  This exhibi-
tion is a pure representation of persevering through ones inner turmoil -the process of channeling adverse en-
ergy into a comprehensive body of work. !!!
ABOUT TRAVIS MILLARD 
Travis Millard is a Los Angeles based artist known for drawings on paper. His work explores a variety of 
themes including waking dream states, funny ultra violence, and other oddities of the imaginative landscape.!!!
ABOUT SLOW CULTURE 
Slow Culture is an independent art gallery and retail space located in the historic Northeast Los Angeles 
neighborhood of Highland Park.  We have rebuilt the bones of what was once THIS Gallery, into a multi-pur-
pose creative space. There is an art gallery with a thoughtfully-constructed floor plan to allow for flexible pro-
gramming options such as: artist exhibitions + installations, lectures, workshops, creative meetings and retail 
pop-ups.  The retail aspect of the space has also been extended to offer a carefully curated selection of books, 
zines, art prints, and various curios.  We believe that by fusing every aspect of our business together, we can 
offer a more enriching and integrated experience between consumer, artist and ourselves.!
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